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Influential Dramatist. Insisting that "the individual isdoomed to frustration when once he gains a
consciousness of his own identity,"Miller synthesized elements from social and psychological realism
to depictthe individual's search for identity within a society that inhibits such endeavors.Although his
later works are generally considered inferior to his early masterpieces,Miller remains among the most
important and influential dramatists to emergein the United States since World War II. Critics praise his
effective useof vernacular, his moral insight, and his strong sense of social responsibility.June
Schlueter commented: "When the twentieth century is history and Americandrama viewed in
perspective, the plays of Arthur Miller will undoubtedly bepreserved in the annals of dramatic
literature."

Beginning of Writing Career.Miller was born and raised in New York City, the son of a prosperous
businessmanwho lost his wealth during the Great Depression. A mediocre high school studentwith
little interest in academic pursuits, Miller was rejected upon his initialapplication to the University of
Michigan. He was eventually accepted at theuniversity, however, and there began writing for the
stage, showing distinctpromise as a dramatist and winning several student awards. For a short
timeafter college, he was employed writing scripts for radio plays. While he foundthe demands of
broadcast writing restrictive, this period, together with hiscollege years, served as a valuable
apprenticeship for Miller. His first Broadwayplay, The Man Who Had All the Luck, was producedin
1944. Although it lasted only four performances, the play neverthelesswon a Theater Guild award and
established Miller as an important young playwright.

Major Themes. Throughouthis career, Miller continually addressed several distinct but related
issuesin both his dramatic and expository writings. In his early plays and in aseries of essays
published in the 1940s and '50s, Miller first outlined aform of tragedy applicable to modern times and
contemporary characters, challengingtraditional notions suggesting that only kings, queens, princes,
and othermembers of the nobility can be suitable subjects for tragedy. In "Tragedyand the Common
Man," Miller asserts that the "underlying struggle" of allsuch dramas "is that of the individual attempting
to gain his `rightful' positionin society." Consequently, "the tragic feeling is evoked in us when we arein
the presence of a character who is ready to lay down his life, if needbe, to secure one thing--his sense
of personal dignity" within a societythat inhibits such endeavors. According to this view, even ordinary
people--likeWilly Loman, the protagonist of Death of a Salesman--canachieve truly tragic stature. It is
this issue of the individual's relationshipto society, and its representation on stage, that forms the
second of Miller'sabiding concerns. Throughout his work, Miller has sought to fuse the moraland
political messages of "social" plays with the realism and intensity ofpsychological dramas that focus on
the individual. In work after work, from All My Sons and The Crucible to Incident at Vichy, Miller
presented dilemmas in which a character'ssense of personal integrity or self-interest conflicts with his
or her responsibilityto society or its representatives. Finally, Miller has repeatedly returnedto the theme



of family relations, particularly interactions between fathersand sons. The families depicted in Miller's
plays often serve as vehiclesfor the author's analyses of the broader relations between individuals
andsociety.

All My Sons.These issues are discernible in All My Sons andclearly evident in Death of a Salesman,
widelyconsidered Miller's masterpiece and recognized as a classic of contemporaryAmerican theater.
In All My Sons, set during WorldWar II, the truth about Joe Keller's past is gradually revealed. Keller
hassold defective parts to the United States Air Force, resulting in the deathof several American pilots.
When his sons learn of this, one, a pilot himself,commits suicide by crashing his plane; the other
demands that Keller takeresponsibility for his actions. As the play closes, Keller accepts his
obligationto society, recognizing that all the lost pilots were, in effect, his "sons."He then takes his own
life to atone for his crime. All MySons was considerably more successful than TheMan Who Had All
the Luck, enjoying a long run and winning the NewYork Drama Critics Circle Award in 1947.

Death of a Salesman. With the production of Death of a Salesman in 1949, Miller firmly established
his reputation as an outstandingAmerican dramatist. This play, which represents his most powerful
dramatizationof the clash between the individual and materialistic American society, chroniclesthe
downfall of Willy Loman, a salesman whose misguided notions of successresult in disillusionment and,
ultimately, his death. Throughout his life,Willy has not only blindly pursued society's version of
success, he has basedhis own identity and self-worth on social acceptance--on how "well-liked"he is.
At the drama's end, he commits suicide, convinced that the settlementon his life insurance policy will
provide his son Biff the wealth that hadeluded Willy himself; however, Biff's ideals have already been
tarnished bythe same forces that destroyed his father.

Debate over Tragic Element.Critics have generally agreed that Death of a Salesmanis an important
dramatic work. Some commentators, however, have taken issuewith Miller's insistence that Death of
a Salesmanis a modern tragedy and that Willy is a tragic hero. The noted dramatic criticEric Bentley
argued that the elements of social drama in Salesman keep "the `tragedy' from having genuinely tragic
stature."Describing Willy as a "little man," Bentley insisted that such a person is"too little and too
passive to play the tragic hero." Bentley and others chargedthat, according to Miller's own definition,
Willy's death is merely "pathetic"rather than tragic. Other critics argued that, to the contrary, the
salesmandoes attain tragic dimensions by virtue of what Miller terms the tragic hero's"total
compulsion" to preserve his humanity and dignity. John Mason Browncharacterized Death of a
Salesman as "a tragedymodern and personal, not classic and heroic." Willy Loman is, he observed,"a
little man sentenced to discover his smallness rather than a big man undoneby his greatness."

Innovative Structure Earns Praise.Whether or not Salesman can be classified as atrue tragedy, it
has been generally praised for its innovative structure,which merges elements of both realism and
expressionism. Reviewers admiredthe drama's interweaving of the "past" with the "present" and of
events insideWilly's mind with those outside. While not "realistic," this technique neverthelessproduces
a penetrating psychological examination characteristic of dramaticrealism. It is appropriate, several
critics noted, that Miller's working titlefor the play was Inside of His Head. Death of a Salesmanearned
Miller a Pulitzer Prize as well as his second New York Drama CriticsCircle Award.

The Crucible.Miller followed Salesman with an adaptation ofHenrik Ibsen's An Enemy of the People



and, in 1953, The Crucible. Although the latter work won the 1953 TonyAward for best play, it received
generally lukewarm responses from critics,and the piece had a run that, while respectable, was only
one-third the lengthof Salesman's premier production. Perhaps Miller'smost controversial drama, this
work is based upon the witch trials held in1692 in Salem, Massachusetts. Featuring historical
characters drawn from thisperiod, The Crucible addresses the complex moraldilemmas of John
Proctor, a man wrongly accused of practicing witchcraft.Through his depiction of the mass frenzy of
the witch hunt, Miller examinesthe social and psychological aspects of group pressure and its effect on
individualethics, dignity, and beliefs.

Critical Reception. When The Crucible was first staged, a number of critics maintainedthat Miller
failed in his characteristic attempt to merge the personal andthe social. Many of the figures in the play
are poorly developed and merelyserve as mouthpieces for Miller's social commentary, they claimed.
The playwas commonly interpreted as a thinly disguised critique of Joseph McCarthy's Senate
investigations of communism in the United States, andit was judged preachy and overly political.
Some commentators also questionedthe validity of the parallels Miller established between the Salem
trialsand the congressional investigations. The relationship between the historicalevents depicted in
the play and the events of the 1950s has continued to bethe subject of much debate among
subsequent critics of TheCrucible.

The Revival. Miller was himselfcalled to testify before the House Committee on Un-American
Activities in1957. Although he admitted that he had attended a meeting of communist writers,he
refused to identify anyone he had met there and denied ever having beena member of the Communist
Party. As a result, he was found guilty of contemptof Congress, a conviction that was later overturned.
A year later, after muchof the furor over communist activity in the United States had died down, The
Crucible was revived off-Broadway. This time, freed frommuch of its association with "current events,"
the play was warmly receivedby critics and enjoyed a run of over 600 performances. It was now seen
tohave a more lasting and universal significance than had earlier been apparent.As Robert Martin later
maintained, The Crucible"has endured beyond the immediate events of its own time. If it was
originallyseen as a political allegory, it is presently seen by contemporary audiencesalmost entirely as
a distinguished American play by an equally distinguishedAmerican playwright."

A View from the Bridge. Miller's next offering, produced in 1955, consistedof two one-act plays: A
Memory of Two Mondays--asemi-autobiographical piece reflecting Miller's own experiences as a
youngman working in an auto parts warehouse--and A View fromthe Bridge, for which the playwright
won his third New York DramaCritics Circle Award. He later expanded this play to two acts. Given
Miller'sattempts to establish a new, modern form of tragedy, A Viewfrom the Bridge is significant in that
it exhibits many similaritiesto classical Greek tragedy. Eddie Carbone, the play's central character,
unconsciouslyharbors an incestuous love for his niece, Catherine. Jealous of her attractionto an illegal
alien the Carbones are hiding, Eddie exposes the man to immigrationauthorities and becomes
involved in a fatal confrontation with the man's brother.Critics have often noted that, like such Greek
dramatic heroes as Oedipus,Eddie brings about his own downfall through his ignorance and inability
tosee the consequences of his actions.

A Break from and Returnto Theater. A nine-year break from playwriting followed A View from the
Bridge, during which period Miller embarkedon his highly publicized marriage to, and subsequent
divorce from, Marilyn Monroe. Before they separated, however, Miller adapted one of his shortstories



into the screenplay The Misfits as a vehiclefor his wife. He returned to the theater in 1964 with two
works, After the Fall, and, near the end of the year, Incident at Vichy.After the Fallis considered Miller's
most experimental and, perhaps, most pessimistic piece.This play takes place, as Miller has stated, "in
the mind, thought, and memoryof Quentin," a guilt-ridden man who tries to come to terms with his past
throughconversations with an imaginary listener. In the course of Quentin's examinationof the ruins of
two failed marriages, the individual, the family, and societyare all subjected to harsh criticism. Nearly
every character in the play betrayslove for the sake of his or her own survival. Reviewers were sharply
dividedover After the Fall. While some considered itsstructure a brilliant experiment in stagecraft,
others faulted Miller forpretentious theorizing and artificial characterizations. In Incident at Vichy, Miller
continued his exploration of the conflictsbetween individual and societal responsibility. Set in occupied
France duringWorld War II, this play features seven men who, awaiting interrogation bytheir Nazi
captors, discuss their fate and the importance of social commitmentto maintaining group freedom. The
drama suggests that those who fail to resistoppression are as guilty as the Nazis of crimes against
humanity.

Decline of Career. In 1968,Miller returned to realistic family drama with The Price. In this work two
brothers, Victor and Walter Frank, are broughttogether after many years by the death of their father.
Like the charactersin All My Sons and Death of a Salesman, these two men recall the past, trying to
come to an understandingof their lives and the choices they have made. The Pricewas Miller's last
major Broadway success. His next work, The Creation of the World, and Other Business, a series of
comicsketches based on the Biblical Book of Genesis, met with severe critical disapprovalwhen it was
first produced on Broadway in 1972, closing after only twentyperformances. All of Miller's subsequent
works premiered outside of New York.Miller staged the musical Up from Paradise (1974),an
adaptation of Creation of the World (1972),at his alma mater, the University of Michigan. The
Archbishop'sCeiling was presented in 1977 at the Kennedy Center in Washington,D.C.

Minor Works. In the 1980s,Miller produced a number of short pieces. The American Clock is based
on Studs Terkel's oral history of the Great Depression, Hard Times, and is structured as a series of
vignettes thatchronicle the hardship and suffering that occurred during that period. Elegy for a Lady
and Some Kind of Love Story are two one-act plays that were staged together in 1982. Similarly,
Danger, Memory! (1986) comprises the short pieces I Can't Remember Anything and Clara.Reviewers
have generally regarded these later plays as minor works, inferiorto Miller's early masterpieces.

Influential Playwright. Millerremains an important voice in contemporary American drama. Such early
worksas Death of a Salesman and TheCrucible are still frequently performed, thereby reaching
succeedinggenerations of playgoers. And though less compelling, his later works havecontinued to
probe and explore the nature of the individual as an innatelysocial, interactive creature. Much of
Miller's work displays his deep andabiding concern with conscience and morality, with one's dual--and
oftenconflicting--responsibilities to oneself and to one's fellow human beings.It is only through
relationships with others, Miller's plays suggest, thatour humanity truly emerges. He has enjoyed
renewed commercial success sincethe mid-1990s, including the award-winning Broken Glass, which
premiered at the Booth Theater in 1994, the well-receivedscreen version of The Crucible, starring
DanielDay-Lewis and Winona Ryder in 1997, and the enormous critical success of theBroadway
revival of Death of a Salesman in 1998.In 1999 Miller was awarded a Tony Lifetime Achievement
award. He was similarlyhonored by the New Dramatists in 2001, the same year in which Focus was at
last adapted for film. In 2004, he was presented the Peggy V. Helmerich Distinguished Author Award.



That same year his play Finishing the Picture premiered at the Goodman Theater in Chicago.
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